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“Mosaic Canyon II” by Gavin Mundy ©2005

In the Next Issue of PULSAR:

And In Future Issues:
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Death Valley 3 - The Wonders
of other worlds on Earth

 WELCOME TO CALLISTO!
     Land of Fairy Chimneys
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Death Valley sketch by Joel Hagen ©2005

“Playa and Gullies in Martian Crater” by Dr. William K. Hartmann ©2005
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“Bringing In the Big Boy” by Pamela Lee ©2005

Artist Profile:  Pamela Lee

Death Valley 3

“Little Hebe” by Michael Carroll ©2005

“Golden Canyon Page” by Bettina Forget ©2005
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Death Valley 3

“Mars Hill” sketch by Bettina Forget ©2005

Some Thoughts from Bettina Forget on Death Valley —
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“Strata-various” by Julie Jones ©2005

“Mosaic Canyon Page” by Bettina Forget ©2005

“Rock Sketch” by Gavin Mundy ©2005
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“Salt Hills” by Michael Carroll ©2005

“Ubehebe Crater” by Gavin Mundy ©2005
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Death Valley 3
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“Trilobite View” by Gavin Mundy ©2005

Death Valley 3 - The Wonders
of other worlds on Earth

“Flowers” by Michael Carroll ©2005
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Supplement Section - News and Reviews
IMPACT of SPACE on SOCIETY Conference

Budapest, Hungary
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“Space: Planetary Consciousness and the Arts” Conference
Yverdon, Switerland

to my astronomical observing days and acedemia of the late 60ʼs and early 70ʼs. Jess is 
60, in case anyone wanted to know. Heʼs no spring chicken, but he is very creative both 
painterlywise and as an author. For the curious, I recommend his novel as a fun read. Itʼs filled 
with science intrigue and controversy per usual. Superbly written. His intro by the way is 
dynamite and a superb hook into his novel. — Kara”
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“Titan” by Dr. Mark A. Garlick ©2004

at 55 Cancri on pg 171, and Planet Near the Siamese Squid Nebula on pg 53). Iʼd love to know 
the technique behind the laying. The Siamese Squid image is really eye-catching with itʼs pink 
and green layers and Planet at 55 Cancri is a gorgeous painting in brilliant reds and yellows 
of sunset. Lyn, your attention to the way the waves of the lake curve and reflect the light is 
just amazing, as is your close attention to the way the shadows of the rocks fall on the water 
too. This is my favorite image of the book. Another very effective painting is HD 177830 b 
and Moon on pg 117, a beautiful image of a habitable moon orbiting a Saturnian-like panet. 
Imagine the night view beings on this planet would have!
 In fact, I found almost every image in the book to be excellent and inspiring. The 
only one that struck me as a little off was Planet Ingestion in the HD 82943 System on pg 54. 
It seems to me that a planet falling into itʼs sun wouldnʼt be doing a “big-splat” type of impact 
with a ring of ejecta coming from the star and a huge tail coming straight out of the splat. 
That looks like a comet impact and planets donʼt orbit like comets. I figure a planet would 
be ingested by spiralling in to the star faster and faster with a curved cloud of “smoke” being 
burned off the planet as it fell, finalling leaving a temporary “gouge” across the solar surface 
as the planetʼs gravity and bulk reacted with the solar convection cells. However, that would 
probably take a lot to explain to the average joe-citizen so I can see why you painted the big-
splat instead, artistic lisence and such. Iʼd love to see you do a close-up image of the above 
spiral impact though, could be glorious! All in all, Lynʼs done a remarkable job in this book, 
definitely a “must add” to your astronomical art collection.

Jon Ramer

Yes, itʼs true. After many months of slaving away on the old wordprocessor, I have just 
published my novel entitled MIRRORSCOPE. The book is available online from the 
publisher: iUniverse.com as well as amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com ($14.95 US). You 
can check the cover at these sites and even read the first chapter at iUniverse.com . — Jess

Kara Szathmary writes: “Iʼve been reading Jess Artemʼs new novel ʻMirrorscope  ̓this past 
week. It is a fabulous read. Iʼm into Chapter 3 and I find it a lot of FUN. It takes me back 
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THE GRAND TOUR: A TRAVELERʼS GUIDE TO THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Authors: Ron Miller and William K. Hartmann
ISBN-10 0-7611-3547-2
Publisher: Workman Publishing
Price $19.95, paperback

 As most of you will know, a book with this title first appeared in 1981. Then, in 
1993 a second, updated edition was published. Another dozen years have passed, and now we 
have an entirely new edition, which makes full use of the wealth of data from space probes 
like Voyager, Galileao, Cassini-Huygens, and of course the Mars orbiters and landers.  It is, 
of course, primarily an art book, but it contains a wealth of information too, and there are also 
photographs. There are in fact 160 new paintings, and it is fascinating to compare these with 
the versions in earlier editions.
 For the benefit of newer members, both authors are prolific writers as well as artists; 
both are Fellows of the IAAA and recipients of our Rudaux Award.  It is interesting that while 
Bill (also an astronomer, and responsible for the now widely-accepted hypothesis for the 
formation of our Moon!) has stayed with traditional media – ie. acrylics and brushes – Ron has 
moved into digital realms, using programs like Photoshop, with landscapes often generated 

in Terragen – which, of course, I use myself, so it is interesting that only a couple of Ronʼs 
images (the ice pinnacles on  Callisto and the crater Herschel on Mimas) slightly resemble my 
own versions in Futures. One small irritation, for me, is that in the earlier editions the artist s̓ 
credit for each illustration appears alongside it; in this new book one has to sift through one of 
the back pages. It has to be said that the bulk of the pictures are Ronʼs, while a few are joint 
efforts (perhaps they could explain how that worked?)
 Rather than starting with the Sun and working their way out, the authors dodge 
around the Solar System, starting with ʻThe Major Worldsʼ,  which they visit in diminishing 
order of size, starting (obviously) with Jupiter. After Mars they move on to Ganymede, Titan, 
then Mercury, and so on. In Part 2 they visit ʻSelected Smaller Worldsʼ, and again the order 
seems somewhat random, ending with asteroids and comets. Oddly perhaps, in view of the 
title, the final section leaves our system altogether, and looks at extrasolar worlds.  I did feel 
that some landscapes, such as Mars, Venus, Titan and Io are too vividly red and similar in 
colour, and would have benefited from more subtle tones.  I found the illustration of the Sun 
from Mercury on page 131, with an over-exposed-looking yellow corona, somewhat puzzling. 
And one of the first (small) images in the book, of a rover on Mars, appears to show a bright 
Sun in the sky, yet the rest of the scene is illuminated from over our right shoulder. The jury is 
still out on that flashy, holographic cover illustration (but it makes it hard to scan for reviews)!
 Overall, this is a superb overview of our neighbour worlds, and should be on the 
shelves of everyone reading this. An absolute MUST, in fact!

David A. Hardy, FIAAA

Book Reviews & News

 A very delightful book. The writing by Lynʼs friend Ray Villard was surprisingly 
different than most “astro books” by not sounding like a textbook. There are many interesting 
facts and tidbits that I had not heard before that made reading it quite interesting. Lynʼs art of 
course made the book. There are dozens of her trademark-styled images, each illustrating what 
the writer is saying. I particularly liked Lynʼs use of stratus layers in the landscapes. Five of 
the images must have taken ages to paint with all the layers in there (Greenhouse Earth on pg 
49, HD 16141 b and Moon on pg 108, Planet in the Virgo Cluster on pg 190, Terrestrial Planet 


